9-Sep Jeffrey Kidder ~ Northern Illinois University
Civil and Uncivil Places: The Moral Geography of College Republicans

16-Sep Ateş Altninordu ~ Sabanci University, Turkey
Staging a Coup: Authenticity, Legitimacy, and Power in Turkey's July 15 Coup Attempt

23-Sep Eric Woods ~ University of East London, UK ~ CCS Faculty Fellow
Unresolved Empire: Art, Identity and the Meaning of Britain's Imperial Past (with Helen Kim)

30-Sep Karen Cerulo ~ Rutgers University
The Sweet Smell of...:
Embodied Cognition, Cultural Context, and Olfactory Meaning-making

7-Oct Bernhard Giesen ~ CCS Senior Fellow
Text, Subtext and the Attribution of Emotions

14-Oct Michelle Romero Gallardo ~ Flacso México ~ CCS Visiting Graduate Student
Ethnicity and the attribution of authenticity among Muslim communities of Mexico and the United States

28-Oct Muhammad Yasir Ali ~ University of Erfurt, Germany
Performing the 'Sectarian' in Cultural Context:
An analysis of Oral sectarian traditions in Pakistan

4-Nov Rick Biernacki ~ University of California, San Diego ~ CCS Faculty Fellow
Alternative Approaches to the Cultural Invention of Physical Realities

11-Nov Florian Stoll ~ University of Bayreuth, Germany ~ CCS Visiting Fellow
What is a milieu? A resource for Cultural Sociology, with case studies from Kenya

2-Dec Anthony King ~ Warwick University ~ CCS Faculty Fellow
The Decision Point: military command in the 21st century

9-Dec Dana Hayward ~ Yale University ~ CCS Junior Fellow
The effects of decriminalization on media portrayals of sex work

16-Dec Ian Sheinheit ~ State University of New York at Albany ~ CCS Predoctoral Fellow
Against Political Correctness: Political Gaffes, Performing Authenticity and the Narrative Construction of the Political Outsider in the Case of Donald J. Trump

27-Jan Andrew Cohen ~ Yale University ~ CCS Junior Fellow
If You Perform Them, They Will Come: the construction of audiences in advertising agencies

3-Feb Klaus Weber ~ Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University ~ CCS Faculty Fellow
TBA

10-Feb Mabel Berezin ~ Cornell University ~ CCS Faculty Fellow
Flim-Flam and the Culture of Commerce in the 2016 American Presidential Election

17-Feb Pavel Pospěch ~ Masaryk University, Czech Republic ~ CCS Visiting Fellow
Inciency in public space

24-Feb Celso Villegas ~ Kenyon College
A Cultural Approach toGovernability Crises in the Developing World:
Civil Sphere Theory, Plebiscitarianism, and the Limits to Democratic Deepening

3-Mar Lars Johannessen ~ Oslo and Akershus University, Norway ~ CCS Visiting Graduate Student
Cynicism among Emergency Service Nurses: Narrative, Identity and Ritual

10-Mar Melissa Aronczyk ~ Rutgers University ~ CCS Visiting Faculty Fellow
The Public Sphere in a Promotional Culture: Campaigns for and against Climate Change

7-Apr Isabel Jijon ~ Yale University ~ CCS Junior Fellow
The Dignity of Working Children?
Advocates and critics of child labor legislation in Bolivia and Ecuador

14-Apr Lyn Spillman ~ University of Notre Dame ~ CCS Faculty Fellow
Beyond Social Constructionism: Morality, Power, Interests

21-Apr Stephen Ostertag ~ Tulane University
Specific and General Cultural Structures:
Moralities, Emotions and Collective Action across Time and Place